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RELIGIOUS LEGISLATION IN ISRAL

On the face of it, Religious Zionists, the bearers of the dream of
the "People of Israel, in the Land of Israel, according to the
Torah of Israel," should rejoice at the degree of hegemony

achieved by religious authorities in Israel, not only directly over the reli-
giously committed, but also in the Knesset, thanks to their influence on
Knesset members elected on the tickets of religious parties. This is all
the more so in view of the significant political clout which the religious
parties have acquired.

Nevertheless, many are deeply troubled by the more frequent
frontal attacks being launched against religious leaders, the religious
establishment, and religion in general by those who feel threatened by
what they view as the frightening specter of an impending theocracy.

And indeed, bodies of rabbis and of hakhamim are very powerful in the
political arena. This has long been the norm in haredi circles, and the
phenomenon has also made giant strides in the Religious Zionist camp.

It is against this backdrop that the following two questions should
be considered: 1) to what extent is the hegemony of a "religious estab-
lishment" over the members of the religious parties, and through them
over decisions made in the Knesset, a desideratum? 2) To what extent,
not whether, but to what extent, should Religious Zionists continue to
strive to use the coercive powers of the State to enforce halakc obser-
vance? These two questions are interconnected but not entirely co-ex-
tensive. The relationship between religious authorities and the political
arm of religious Jews is not a theoretical matter, for the structure of Is-
raeli democracy gives great power to small parties, and these bodies of
rabbis and hakhamim are today intimately connected with, and in some
instances actually control, political parties. I am convinced that one of
the secrets of the survival of Judaism has been that, by and large, a bal-
anced relationship has been the norm between established religious
authority and the secular leadership of the community. Whenever this
balance has been seriously disturbed, the results have not been sanguine.

With respect to the second question: for years it has been taken
for granted that since Israel is a Jewish State, it is both right and neces-
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sary to use the secular arm to enforce halakhic norms in as many areas
as possible. The question now posed is whether today, under changed
circumstances, this continues to be the best strategy for the enhance-

ment of Judaism, or even for the preservation of the Jewish character of
the State of IsraeL. More and more serious-thinking religious people
have come to the conclusion that what was natural and necessary in the
Socialist regime which prevailed in the early days of the State, when
everything in the nascent society was almost entirely dependent, finan-
cially, bureaucratically and otherwise, on the central national institu-
tions, h~s ceased to be the best procedure in the present political struc-
ture, which strives to model itself on the best forms of western liberal
democratic tradition. A closer look at what is on the books reveals that
altered sociological and technological developments have so radically
changed circumstances that little is gained by the preservation of some,
though not all, of the specific "religious legislation," and nothing sig-
nificant wil be lost in terms of Yiddishkeit by its disappearance.

Indeed, the "status quo" of close to 50 years' standing, and what

is now more and more happening in connection with it, can be seen as
the epitome of what is amiss in the present relationship between Juda-
ism and the State. For example, the status quo concerning places of en-
tertainment, which until recently kept movie houses closed on Shabbat,
was originally conceived as a strategy to keep the younger generation
from prematurely leaving the Shabbat table. Today, as a statute aimed at
lessening the hillul Shabbat connected with Friday night entertainment,
it is completely obsolete, for the movie houses' remaining closed does
not improve the Shabbat atmosphere one iota. The issue has lost all
connection with reality, for movies are no longer the major form of
entertainment, while discos, which are not part of the old status quo,

and so proliferate undisturbed, are far more objectionable by religious
standards: for example, Shabbat, kashrut) and intemperance (sexual and
alcoholic). Thus, what was once a choice between the movie and. the
Shabbat table has become a choice between the movie and the disco.
Although in this and in other respects, the status quo is being attacked
and frantically defended as though it were an important dike in the reli-
gious bulwarks, in fact much of it is today an empty shell. The demon-
strations over Shabbat, with their concomitant hillul Shabbat, are in
reality debates over much broader issues, and it is becoming increasing-
ly evident that the demonstrations are a poor strategy for pursuing the
real goal of keeping the country more Jewish than just in name. The
rapid erosion which has in fact occurred during the recent hegemony of
the Meretz- Labor government must serve as a timely warning.
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The ongoing battle against the closing of Bar- Ilan Street on Shabbat
is a good example of what is happening. Were the atmosphere not already
poisoned, mutual respect would have prevented the entire issue from
erupting. Like the roads passing the Central Synagogues in both Tel-Aviv
and Haifa, which have for years been closed during Shabbat services, ths
road would have been closed and the street turned temporarily into a
pedestrian mall, and those few who would otherwise have used it would
make the necessary short detour. As the late, revered Rabbi Frank, then
the Rabbi of Jerusalem, pointed out a generation ago when the question
of Shabbat road-closing in overwhelmingly religious neighborhoods in
Jerusalem first arose, the question is actually one of interpersonal rela-
tions. The issue is not over Shabbat as such, for there wil be no fewer
cars on the streets as a result of one or another street's being closed.

Today, however, this has become a symbol of the ideological cleav-
age which both in the Diaspora and in Israel divides those for whom
Judaism is an essential ingredient of their identity and others who, both
in Israel and in the Diaspora, opt for assimilation. Others here in Israel
are also believers, but believers in a secular messianic vision and in the
"post-Zionist" ideal of a universalist, secular society which will emerge
and replace the Jewishness of the State of Israel; proponents of this
vision also believe that it wil bring about a rapprochement between Jew
and Arab, within the State of Israel and in the Middle East as a whole.

On the basis of opinion polls taken on many different, ostensibly
unrelated subjects over the past few years, it appears that somewhere
between 25-30% of Jewish Israelis, and disproportionately higher num-
bers of those belonging to the higher socio-economic strata, wish to
assimilate into the cosmopolitan world stream and have no interest in
retaining their specifically Jewish identity and passing it on to their chil-
dren. The trend as such is not entirely new. It brings to mind both the
Marxist-socialist, atheistic, universalistic ideology which was the siamese
twin of left-wing Zionist ideology in the early days of the Zionist
endeavour, as well as that of the Hebrew U niversity- based Brith Shalom
movement of several generations ago. What is new is the subjective feel-
ing of the secular camp that their freedom, and to a large degree, even
their very existence, is being threatened.

Also, one should bear in mind that the vast majority of adult
Israelis today are the children of parents who came to Israel not out of
any commitment to Zionism or to Judaism, but simply because they
had nowhere else to go. Neither they nor their children are any more
committed to their Jewish identity than are the vast majority of the
Jews of the Western world. And when one adds to these the latest
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immigration from Russia, who number one out of ten non-Arab Isra-
elis, it is perhaps even surprising that the figure is not larger. Like it or
not, it is the belief of a powerful minority in Israel that it is religion in
general and the religious establishment in particular which is the major
stumbling block in the realization of their assimilationist goal, which
they believe wil solve all their national problems.

The constantly increasing volume of anti-religious rhetoric here in
Israel must serve as a warning that the ground rules and strategies
respecting the symbiosis between Judaism and Israeli society can no
longer continue as formerly. Although today the religious parties have
substantial political clout, if this power is lost, and in the political world
such things happen periodically, the potential backlash may very well be
so severe that there will be wholesale erasure of all of the "religious"
laws. The Bar- Ilan road issue, and how it was treated by the High
Court, is a foretaste of this backlash, which is gaining a frightening
momentum. The vicious attacks upon the Habad movement on the
part of Uzi Bar'am and others in the Labour Party, and the threat
voiced on the radio to "settle accounts" with them when they regain
power, is another symptom of the threat to religion in IsraeL. The invi-
tation I recently received to a shabbaton on the subject, "Are We Be-
coming Two People?" is symptomatic of the serious malaise threatening
the very foundations of Israeli society.

In order to avoid any possible misunderstanding, before proceeding
I wish to stress in no uncertain terms that I do not suggest that all con-
nection between religion and government be severed. Butwhi1e some
legislation is required, the present "what" and "how" are hardly winning
the batte against assimilation or furthering the preservation of the Jewish

character of the State of IsraeL. It is becoming more and more evident
that the strength of religion must no longer be equated with the coercive
power of the religious "establishment." Note that some aspects of
Judaism respecting which there is no legislation are still by and large
observed by the vast majority of Israeli Jews, including those whose com-
mitment to Judasim is quite minimal: the almost complete quiet on Yom
lCippur even in the streets of Haifa, or the celebration of Bar-Mitsvah, to
mention only two examples. And they are far from being the only ones.
Not for nothing have Hazal iterated R. Hanina's ruling (BT Bava
I(amma 87a and parallels), "Greater is he that is commanded and per-
forms than he who is not commanded and performs." It is human nature
to react negatively to what is perceived as external coercion.

Although the coercion of religious observance by the State has
become counterproductive, it remains the birthright of every Jew in
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Israel to have the legislation on the books necessary for him or her to
be able to live a full Jewish life, and surely no less so than in other liber-
al democracies. The legislation which remains sine qua non are those
laws essential to enable religious people to function without hindrance
in the workplace and in society at large, as well as those requisite for the
provision of what they consider appropriate education for their chil-
dren, in form, content, and values. To put it somewhat differently, reli-
gious legislation remains vital, but today its raison dJetre is not concern
for the souls of our neighbors, but the provision of what is required for
religious Jews to participate fully and without hindrance in the work-
place and in society at large, as well as to fulfill all the obligations and
enjoy all the privileges of being an Israeli.

This minimalistic program is not our ideal, but is necessitated by
darkei shalom, ways of peace, the realization that unless somethng dras-
tic is done to clear the atmosphere, there is every reason to fear that in
the not so distant future, when the political constellation changes, a
religious Jew wil no longer be able to work in many jobs because of the
removal of the relevant Shabbat laws from the books-i.e.) the hours of

work and rest pertaining to shops, factories, etc. Nor will an observant
Jew be able any longer to eat in the cafeterias of most public institu-
tions. Even religious schooling may well, like in the US, become a luxu-
ry that many families wil hardly be able to afford. The legislation need-
ed by observant Jews has no theocratic ambitions, and it is obviously
not aimed at pre-empting the executive, legislative and judicial func-
tions of the State. It is the democratic right of the religious citizens of
Israel and can and should be demanded on these grounds.

.A for ourselves, the religiously committed, whie some of us may
continue to consider theocracy the perfect form of government, I might
point out that this can be so only if and when the governed and, partic-
ularly, the human governors themselves, are perfect. Since this can rea-
sonably be expected to occur only with the advent of the Messiah,

when spiritual perfection will be the norm and both the animal and no
less the human 'sheep and wolf' will dwell together in harmony, theoc-
racy can hardly be considered a desirable option until then.

The realization of the theocratic ideal must be deferred to the
time when the beginning of the flowering of the Redemption wil have
reached full bloom. In chapter Arvei Pesahim (Pesahim 112a), it is stat-
ed that Rabbi Akva gave his son Rabbi Yehoshua seven pieces of good
advice. The second one is: "Do not live in a town governed by Sages."
However this talmudic passage is explained, the rule of the hakhamim is
in any event not represented here as a contemporary ideaL.
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